
Penny Park Character Breakfast 
 

Menu 
 Breakfast Buffet - please enjoy fruit, pastries, and beverages while you await your main course 

 Artisan Pancakes - what’s a Penny Park breakfast without a fun game? Please join your table mates  
in a bit of Pancake Pictionary! 

 

Rules: 

 Your table will send up two people (from two different teams) to be chefs for each round.   

 The two chefs will be given a name of someone or something and will make and send you pancakes to 
help you guess it. Pancakes are the only acceptable form of communication between your table and 
your chefs. 

  You have one hour to correctly guess eight (8) characters.   

 After every second pancake, you will receive a Guess Card, upon which you will write your table num-
ber (as indicated by the stand in the middle of your table), the number of the character you are at-
tempting to guess (if you haven’t been keeping track, it should be the second number on each of your 
current pancake plates), and your guess.  Your entire table should agree upon each guess. 

 When you are ready to guess, send two new potential chefs to the cooking judge who will evaluate 
your guess. Those new potential chefs must be from different teams and - until it is no longer possi-
ble - should not yet have been selected for chefs (6 of you will be chefs twice!) No person should be a 
chef more than twice. 

 If you guess correctly, congratulations! The two current chefs can return to your table and the two  
potential chefs will now take over the griddle. 

 If you guess wrong, the current chefs will have to try again (but will see your incorrect guess). 

 

Special note regarding food: 

 The buffet our amazing sponsor has provided us is food and should be enjoyed by eating it. The  
pancakes you are creating are a puzzle, and are not food, and should be enjoyed by solving them. 

 

Have fun, and enjoy a Penny Park Character Breakfast! 



Penny Park Character Breakfast 
Chef Instructions 

Griddle Rules - IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ: 

 Please wash your hands and optionally put on gloves. Safety comes first. 

 THE GRIDDLE IS HOT.  Do not touch the griddle, because the GRIDDLE IS HOT. 

 Hold the tips of the bottles away from the griddle, or they will melt, because THE GRIDDLE IS HOT. 

 Do not put papers or other flammable materials, as - in case you missed it - THE GRIDDLE IS HOT. 

 Keep the spatulas off the griddle when you are not using them, or they too may melt, because…you get it. 

 

Rules for making pancakes: 

 You may talk to your co-chef and you are free to use the internet. 

 IMPORTANT: You may not use letters, words, codes, etc. If a waiter finds one, you may be asked to eat your 
words.  However, if 6 pancakes on any given character fail to result in a successful guess, you may begin  
using one letter or number per pancake until the character is guessed. 

 If a pancake is too small (way below a typical pancake) you may be asked to make it bigger. 

 If a pancake is too big for the plate, any part that spills over the edge will be forcibly removed.  

 Each pancake must also be fully cooked. 

 When you are done with a pancake, place it one a plate and mark the plate with your table number, the 
number on the Character Card you have been given, and the number of the pancake you have made for this 
character,  like this: 2-1-3 for Table 2, Character Card 1, third pancake presented to your table. 

 

Have fun, and enjoy a Penny Park Character Breakfast! 

 


